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Overview

OnRamp is a data hosting company 

offering managed hosting, security, cloud 

and co-location services. Users are able to 

view and manage their OnRamp services 

through the use of online portals.

PRODUCT

Role: Lead UX Researcher & Designer 

Team: Product, Engineering, Marketing, 
Visual Design

TEAM & ROLE

Research & Design Deliverables:  

3 Months

TIMELINE

OnRamp approached The Graphic 

Standard to unify OnRamp’s hosting 

solutions by bringing monitoring, 

management, support, and product 

exploration into a single experience.

THE ASK
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UX Process



STEP 1   Research
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Marketing 

Engineering 

Sales

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

TARGETED: 6 Interviews 

CONDUCTED: 1 Interview*

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS

Customer Feedback 

Competitive applications 

Heuristic Evaluation

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

*Constrained by client’s access to customers, customer availability and project timeline.

Product 

Support 

Billing



STEP 2   Research Findings
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No online bill pay. — Heuristic Review & Stakeholder Interviews

Customers Need Control

“What would have been nice is to see total CPU utilization, memory 

utilization, disk read write speed, network throughput.” — Customer 
Interview“The only thing I’ve needed is the occasional (2X a week) firewall 

change. Tried to get me to manage myself but that would void SLA 
warranty.” — Customer Interview

Wrong Info, Wrong Time

“Our customers would rather not deal with support to do a task 

they could do themselves.” — Stakeholder Interview

“…access to cheaper spin drives versus more expensive SSD 

drives. Wish I had known about the cheaper option.” — Customer 
Interview

“More documents on the VPC product would be super helpful.  

Language is confusing and I don’t even know where to start.” — 

Customer Interview 
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The team and I worked with OnRamp to 

scope the design effort and develop a 

design sprint schedule. 

The design sprints were broken down 

based on high-level product features: 

Onboarding 

Support 

Billing/Payment 

Dashboards (4) 

User Management

STEP 3   Design Schedule



I used Axure to prototype the application and 

provide clear behavior guidance to the 

development team. I also created wire flows and 

a sitemap for further documentation.  

44+ screens were designed as well as all 

additional modals. 

View the full prototype here.

Interaction Design
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Due to a limited budget and constrained timeline, 

testing was conducted with one potential customer 

and an implementation specialist at OnRamp. 

The design adhered to core usability principles to 

avoid pitfalls and a prototype was developed to 

ensure smooth task flows.

Usability Testing

STEP 4 Design & Testing

https://785dn2.axshare.com/#g=1&p=environment_dashboard


With the assistance of a visual designer the 

wireframes were brought to life. A style guide 

was also developed for the OnRamp team. 

View the final visual designs here.

Visual Design
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STEP 5  Visual Design

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/BUGLQVT64XE#/screens/290382995


Lessons Learned
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Lessons Learned

View the full prototype here. 

View the final visual designs here.

OnRamp Designs

Final Thoughts

Due to the breadth of this initiative and the 

short design sprint schedule, only one weekly 

wireframe review was alloted with the client. 

In future, I would extend this to two reviews 

weekly. I would also stress the necessity of 

robust feedback outside of face-to-face 

meetings to enable healthy discussion and 

increase wireframe iterations before the final 

visual design was applied.
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https://785dn2.axshare.com/#g=1&p=environment_dashboard
https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/BUGLQVT64XE#/screens/290382995


Thank You
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